Using Dynamic Line Rating to minimize curtailment of Wind power connected to rural power networks
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Abstract—Elia, the Belgian TSO, is aiming to minimize curtailment of wind power plants connected to its 70kV rural network to the absolute minimum by using Dynamic Line Rating in combination with advanced flow simulation. This combination allows Elia to use its network assets to their real time maximum, without increasing risk and decreasing the security of supply. In situations like the one described below, where it’s possible to control the flow in near-real-time via curtailment it becomes possible to use all of the extra capacity available via Dynamic Line Rating. On average more than 30% extra capacity is available but this figure can easily increase to 100% extra capacity as soon as there is more than 4 m/s wind perpendicular to the line.

Index Terms— ANM (Active Network Management), Curtailment, Dynamic Line Rating (DLR), Elia, Onshore Wind power integration, Overhead Line Monitoring, Real Time Thermal Rating (RTTR), smart grid

I. INTRODUCTION

CONNECTING wind power plants to the grid is one of the key issues holding back the growth of this promising sector. In many cases the geographic areas that are well suited for wind power plants have limited connection capacity available from the grid. In many countries and in particular in Europe it is very difficult and slow to extend the grid due, to a large extend, to the long and difficult process to obtain the necessary permits. Therefore more and more wind farms are connected with a limited capacity below the requested capacity and the right for the TSO to curtail the production when grid security requires it. This obviously reduces the operational margin of the windfarm and so "destroys" economic value for the society at large. Dynamic Line Rating (DLR) can offer an interesting solution to address this problem. Today high voltage overhead lines (HV OHL) are operated either based on a static limit or on seasonal limits where this makes sense (significant difference between summer and winter climate). This approach is very conservative as it uses worst case weather assumptions (low wind, high ambient temperature and incident solar radiation) to determine the thermal rating (the maximum power that can be transmitted without infringing sag and cable temperature limits) of the HV OHL. DLR will replace this static or seasonal limit with a dynamic limit based on the conditions experienced by the lines. Using this method can increase the thermal rating of the OHL by 30% or more especially on days where the lines are cooled by the wind.

Based on this reasoning, Elia the Belgian TSO has decided to implement DLR on its 70 kV network in south-east Belgium to minimize the curtailment of the wind farms and other DGUs (Distributed Generation Units) that are coming on-line in this region, that is characterized by interesting wind statistics but a weak rural grid.

The following paper will highlight the details of the chosen DLR solution provided by Ampacimon SA a spin-off of the University of Liège, Belgium and focus on the first operational experiences gathered. The paper will also highlight the economic gains made, i.e. the amount of curtailment that was avoided and the operational processes that are used to operate the grid safely in this new dynamic way.

II. THE PROBLEM

Elia, the Belgian TSO, has been requested to connect significant amounts of wind-power to its 70kV network in the Ardennes region in south-east Belgium (see Fig 1). The connection capacity of the existing network, calculated the traditional way, is already fully utilized and it has become impossible to connect new wind power plants. Extending the capacity of the grid in this area is not possible in a reasonable timeframe and budget and refusing the connection of new wind farms in this location was not an option either, therefore it was chosen to implement an ANM
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(Active Network Management) solution and connect the plants with the right for the TSO to curtail the output as needed to guarantee safe network operations at all times. Curtailment provides the desired solution but destroys economic value for the operator of the wind power plant and reduces the amount of wind-energy in the energy-mix. It is therefore a suboptimal solution in this respect. To reduce the amount of curtailment required to the very strict minimum, Elia decided to implement an innovative solution using Dynamic Line Rating to maximize the use of the existing 70kV network and at the same time minimize the total cost towards the energy consumers.

III. THE SOLUTION

Based on its past experience with Dynamic Line Rating as described in [1] and [2], Elia decided that it made sense to apply the same solution to the problem described above and enhance their ANM solution: Instead of using the static seasonal rating as described in [3] to calculate the required curtailment, the idea is to base the calculations on the real, dynamic line rating to: in a first step minimize the amount of curtailment of existing wind power plants in real-time operation and in a second step increase the available connection capacity for new (wind) power plants. Combining the DLR and ANM solutions makes a lot of sense as they complement each other well. The DLR solution provides the real thermal limits of the network which, in this case (and in many cases), is the main bottleneck that determines system capacity and ANM provides the tool to use all of this dynamic capacity in a secure and controlled way.

A. Location and Line type

A section of line was selected (see Fig. 2) to install an Ampacimon sag measurement module to validate the concept on the 70kV network. Further modules will be installed at a later stage to equip all critical spans.

Fig. 1 The target area for the solution is the “east-loop” in the south-east of Belgium near the German border.

The equipped line is of the type AMS95 and has a 12.5 mm diameter. The static rating of the line is 370 A in winter and 320 A in summer.

B. The Solution Architecture

The overall solution architecture has 3 main tiers:
1. The Module(s)
2. The Ampacimon DLR application
3. The EMS and optimal flow simulator

The data is transferred by GSM/GPRS from the module to the Ampacimon server, which computes the DLR based on the various inputs (including line loading from the EMS system) and transfers the result to the EMS and OPF (= Optimal Power Flow). The EMS system will determine if there is an overload and trigger the OPF to calculate the required curtailment to solve the overload. The OPF will then determine the new set points for the wind farms. The whole process is done every 15 minutes. (see Fig. 3)
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1 Here we mean with total cost the cost per kWh of wind energy production and transport. Specifically maximizing the output (or minimizing the curtailment) of the wind-power plant, while minimizing the required investment in the transport network.

2 Also called Real Time Thermal Rating or Real Time Ampacity
C. The Sag measurement Module

To calculate the DLR of the different lines involved Elia decided to use Ampacimon direct sag monitors and software [4]. The module (see Fig. 4) detects the mechanical movements induced by the wind on the conductor to determine its fundamental frequency, which is a direct image of the conductor’s sag.\(^3\)

The accurate sag measurement allows the software to “calibrate” the ambient weather conditions and use the effective conditions to determine DLR (see Fig. 5). This method removes the uncertainty related to point measurement of these important variables\(^4\) and provides the operator with a trustworthy rating.

\[^3\] without the need for any additional data
\[^4\] wind and solar radiation in particular

D. The ANM solution

Renewable productions from wind and sun are seldom at their maximum power, therefore it is possible for the TSO to soften the connection criteria. TSO and DSO can accept more renewable production if they have the possibility to quickly reduce this production if necessary using a dynamic network management or ANM solution.

Instead of the maximum allowed installed capacity determined on a (static) deterministic N-1 calculation, the injection limit of wind farms is calculated for N-situation, so that they can inject significantly more (see § IV.) but this injection can be curtailed in case an overload of the network occurs. (Note : it’s important to make a clear difference between the connection criteria and exploitation criteria)

This overload can be due to N-1 situation (Note : this covers the incidents and planned outages as well), in this case we speak about N-1 curtailment, or in the future the overload can be due to high injection volumes and/or low local consumption and in this case we will talk about N curtailment. As already mentioned, the EMS system has the task to identify local overloads either on the network when the measured current exceeds the DLR values as received from the Ampacimon system (see Fig. 3) or due to the transformers when these are the limiting factor. The EMS system then triggers the OPF system that will calculate the maximum allowable wind production to resolve the identified overload. The optimized power flow calculation will take into account all elements that influence the network including the dynamic thermal ratings as well as the agreed principles of conditional access\(^5\) [3]. Based on this criteria’s the OPF will determine the new set points for the wind power plants and send those out via the EMS system.

IV. FIRST FINDINGS

The latest results will be presented during the conference

\[^5\] Many possibilities exist to decide which producers will be curtailed when needed. This can be based on a typically technical optimum for the transmission network and combined at substation level, for example, with shared equally across all relevant power plants or using the LIFO principle where the last power plant connected to the network is curtailed first. This largely depends on the regulatory framework in place.
as the project is still ongoing. In the mean-time preliminary results based on prior DLR installations within the Elia Network allow us to have a first idea on the extra available capacity
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Fig. 6 Histogram of available dynamic capacity (green) as percentage of static rating for October 2010. 150 kV line Brugge-Slijkens
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Fig. 7 Histogram of available dynamic capacity (green) as percentage of static rating for April 2011. 150 kV line Brugge-Slijkens

The situations are not fully comparable but the results indicate that significant increases in capacity are to be expected. It is also interesting to note that a relatively low perpendicular wind speed (near 2 m/s) is required to achieve significant (>150%) capacity gain on either fig. 6 (October) or 7 (April).

It must be emphasized that the real time values used have a validity of at least 15 minutes due to the thermal time constant of the conductors. The Ampacimon software is also capable of extrapolating the measured data to provide reliable 1 and 4 hour forecasts, but these are not currently in use in this project because set points are evaluated every 15 minutes.

These increases in available capacity come on top of the gains that are already obtained by using the ANM solution due to the fact that this solution allows Elia to use the full capacity available and curtail only when incidents occur, instead of statically adhering to the N-1 principle. This approach alone already increases the available connection capacity by nearly 75%.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic, real-time nature of the solution presented is the key. Determining the real, dynamic limit of the conductor and having the ability to control the flows on the network in near-real time allows Elia to operate its assets at significantly increased efficiency. This is definitely a very valid and quick solution to allow more (wind) produced power to the existing, saturated networks (Note: connection and operation decisions have to be distinguished). It raises the question if connecting intermittent power sources like wind and sun at their full nominal capacity should remain the norm or if the dynamic approach described in this paper including a minimum of curtailment can also be taken into account in the connection criteria and become the standard in all areas where network capacity is scares or particularly expensive/valuable. The investment cost saved and therefore spend elsewhere with potentially more added value seems substantial compared to the very slight reduction in return on investment due to the limited curtailment of the wind farms. It is still too early to quantify this qualitative conclusion, but the initial data available sure does point in this direction.

The authors of this paper are actually participating in the European project TWENTIES [5] including two demos (Spain and Belgium) on DLR and wind farms opportunities.
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6 in terms of investment and operational cost per MWh transported
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